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Abstrak 

Masalah bahasa telah menjadi perhatian serius para filosof baik di dalam tradisi Barat 

maupun India sejak dulu kala. Śaiva Java (Javanese-Śaivism) pada periode Jawa Kuno 

bukanlah sebuah perkecualian. Sesuai dengan tradisi-tradisi BrÁhmaÆa, Śaiva Java 

memandang bahasa mempunyai asal muasal ilahi (devine). Bahasa bukanlah semata-

mata alat  komunikasi seperti diyakini oleh kaum naturalis. Hakikat sejati Prinsip 

Tertinggi disebut Śiva adalah suara (Ðabda) dalam bentuk suara kosmis (nÁda). Ada 

identitas suara dan realitas. Segalanya berasal dari nÁda dan akhirnya segalanya yang 

ada di dunia kembali pulang ke nÁda di alam niÒkala. Hal ini berimplikasi bahwa 

bahasa dan pikiran berhubungan dekat karena hakikat sejatinya adalah Śiva and 

operasinya bisa dimungkinakan karena eksistensi dan peranan kekuatan ilahi (Ðakti). 

Śakti ini menyebabkan makna (artha) dari suatu bahasa (kata) bisa terjadi. Dengan 

demikian, Śaiva Java memegang teori korespondensi mengenai makna dan kata, dan 

juga kebenaran (truth). 

Kata-kata kunci: Śaiva Java, hakikat bahasa, nÁda,  makna, korespondensi. 

Abstract 

The problem of language has been a serious concern amongst philosophers both in 

Western and Indian traditions since old times. Javanese-Śaivism of ancient Java is not 

an exception in this regard. In conformity with BrÁhmaÆical traditions, Javanese-

Śaivism views language has a divine origin. It is not merely means of communication 

as adopted by naturalists. The very nature of the Ultimate Reality called Śiva is sound 

(Ðabda) in the form of cosmic sound (nÁda). There is identity of sound and reality. 

Everything comes out from nÁda and finally everything that exists in the world 

disappears gradually in nÁda in niÒkala. This implies that language and thought are 

closely related since the very nature of thought is Śiva and its operation is possible 

only due to the existence and role of divine power (Ðakti). This Ðakti causes meaning 

(artha) of language (word) is possible. Thus, Javanese-Śaivism holds correspondence 

theory of meaning and word, and also truth. 

Key words: Javanese-Śaivism, nature of language, nÁda, meaning, correspondence. 
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1. Introduction 

Javanese-Śaivism is a school of Śaivism, which was prevalent in ancient Java 

(from 8th-15th century A.D.)1 as depicted through various textual and religious 

traditions. In the post Majapahit period in 14th century this tradition grew and 

developed well in Bali island till nowadays. As an extension of Indian philosophical 

traditions outside Indian sub-continent, the problem of language should have been 

dealt in some ways by Javanese seers or stalwarts. What is the nature and role of 

language and its relation to mind and knowledge is a philosophical question of enquiry 

into the nature of language.  However, it is hardly found any systematic treatise or 

discussion, which devotes itself on the philosophy of language or grammar rather a 

succinct or fragmentary expressions found scattered in various texts belong to 

metaphysics (tutur) and poetry (kÁvya) genres written in Old Javanese or Balinese. 

Apart from being unsystematic exposition, they are good materials to reconstruct a 

theory or build a system of philosophy of language with the help of philosophical 

analysis.   

Fortunately, this tradition inherited us plenty numbers of Old 

Javanese/Balinese literature as records of spiritual and religious curiosity in pursuing 

truth. With reference to sacred letter (akÒara) as a manifestation of sound there are 

numerous texts elucidating it in the post Majapahit period found in Bali. When 

elucidation or treatment of akÒara has its fields of operation in microcosm (bhuava 

alit) and macrocosm (bhuvana aguÉ) of reality, the problem of language should had 

been addressed properly for a comprehensive understanding. Moreover they are not 

just intellectual exercises, but they are also used in religious and spiritual practices. 

This latter becomes so important that sound theology seems to be dominating the 

sphere of Old Javanese/Balinese literatures. They are basically Ðabda Ðástra 

(knowledge of sound). No doubt akÒara has a fundamental role to play in religious 

life, but its metaphysical import is the most important to be known causing sound 

theology should be explained from metaphysics and ethics.  Nevertheless, the 

existence and usage become important when its metaphysical aspect of Javanese-

Śaivism is taken into account as it is closely related to the nature and role language. 

Furthermore, language and mind is also a part of the enquiry into metaphysical 

knowledge.  
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As remarked by Matilal, “the philosophy of language was a part of Indian 

philosophical activity from the beginning of its history2. VyÁkarana (grammar) is one 

of the six vedaÉgas (auxiliary or preparatory disciplines for the study of Veda). A 

strong and continuous grammar tradition exists in India from the days of PāÆini. This 

is not case with reference to Western tradition. It is only in the post-Fregean that 

philosophy of language was recognised as the starting point of the study of 

philosophy. In the West tradition critical concern with grammar is a recent 

phenomenon despite the fact Plato had touched the question of language when 

questioning the nature of the ultimate reality.  Whether it is Sir William Jones laying 

the historical foundation of the study of Indo-European, Bloomfield laying the 

foundation of American structuralism, or Noam Chomsky fathering Generative-

Transformative Linguistics, all have acknowledged the contribution of PāÆini3, a 

grammarian who has written AÒÔādhyāyÍ (eigh chapters). In Javanese/Balinese textual 

traditions in the archipelago, to mention some, text of DaÐa Nāma focuses on the 

elaboration of meaning (lexicon) of a certain word. Krakah Modre gives the manner 

to read a kind of sacred letter (akÒara) called modre, a letter along with its symbol, 

which is always associated with spiritual and mystical experiences. Tutur Aji 

SarasvatÍ in its various variants elucidates the existence of sacred letter (akÒara) in 

philosophical and religious ways. What is pertinent that the problem of language has 

become an interesting topic of discussion amongst philosophers both in the West and 

East since ancient times. 

This paper attempts to explore and formulate briefly the philosophy of 

language as depicted in Old Javanese tutur and kÁvya texts. The discussion is limited 

only to the nature of the language vis-a-vis Ultimate Reality called Siva in his various 

manifestations and roles played in the cosmic order of the universe. The relationships 

between word and mind and also word and meaning are also touched briefly. 

2. Nature of Language vis-a-vis the Ultimate Reality 

This school of Śaivism postulates that Śiva is the Ultimate Reality which 

originates, sustains, and deludes the universe in a cyclic process4. He is of the nature of 

light (prakÁÐa) and imperceptible (niÒkala). How the universe comes into existence is 

an interesting issue to be considered. The nature of it is described through various 

forms of linguistic expressions; and identification of language with the Ultimate 
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Reality becomes so obvious that there exits identity of language and Ultimate Reality, 

viz. Śiva.  When this view is accepted, metaphysically, macrocosm (bhuvana aguÉ) as 

well as microcosm (bhuvana alit) is made of sound (sÁbda), since the very nature of it 

is sound (sÁbda).  In tutur and kÁvya texts it can be found elaborations of nature of the 

Ultimate Reality in various ways. Text of Bhuavana KoÐa (II:13), e.g. elucidates the 

nature of the Ultimate Reality in a rather details mostly in negation, like narÚpam 

(formless), narasam (tasteless), nagandham (odourless), nasÁbdam (without word), 

etc5. Despite the fact each philosopher tries to describe its nature through various 

means, still this reality is out of thought (unthinkable), cannot be described 

(indescribable), and cannot be reached by any of human tools (unreachable). What is 

the role of language in this regards, when any attempts or tools used will yield futility? 

Spiritual curiosity motivates human to know and have intuitive and direct spiritual 

experience knowing the truth. Thus, the philosophical study of language has its 

significance in the pursuing worldly and spiritual life. 

The nature of the Ultimate Reality in its niÒkala6, niskala-sakala7 and sakala8 

forms respectively manifested in Parama Śiva Tattva, SadÁ Śiva Tattva, and ŚivÁtma 

or Śiva Tattva (altogether known as Tri PuruÒa), are always associated with the 

existence of MÁya Tattva or Acetana Tattva, unconscious aspect of the universe. When 

Cetana approaches Acetana and conjuncts, Cetana then gets powers (Ðakti) known as 

Cadu-Ðakti: four divine powers of Ïiva, viz. (1) Vibhu-Ðakti (power to pervade), (2) 

Prabhu-Ðakti (power to command), (3) JñÁna-Ðakti (power to know), and (4) KriyÁ-

Ðakti (power to act). However its purity or consciousness of he becomes weaker or 

lesser comparing to prior condition in its Parama Śiva Tattva state despite the fact he 

is from impurities (mala). The lower level of reality is, the lesser its purity or 

consciousness. MÁya Tattva (Acetana) which is created by Śiva himself for the 

possibility of creation has an inner or seed of power which can trigger the appearance 

of power (Ðakti). It is a latent power the manifestation of which requires the presence 

and involvement of consciousness that is Siva. In Maya tattva state the power is still 

potential, inert, while in SÁda Śiva Tattva it is active. While Śiva Tattva or Cetana 

Tattva is conscious in nature and its confluence to MÁya Tattva emerges the universe, 

the isolation of disappearance of Siva Tattva from Maya Tattva is released from the 

bondage (bandha)9. This is symbolically explained trough an analogy of red flower 
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and crystal. When red flower is put closed to crystal, the entire crystal becomes red. 

When they are separated, they come to their original state. 

 The role of language is obvious in the descendance as well as ascendance of 

self (Átma) in reaching the highest goal of life (mokÒa). Equipped with powers, SÁda 

Ðiva Tattva can play his immense roles in the cosmic order. Thus, the concept of Tri 

KoÆa, Cadu Śakti, Tri GuÆa, AÒÔa AiÐvarya, Pañca BrahmÁ, Pañca Devata, Catur 

DaÐÁkÒara, etc. emerge in this state causing personified Lord and as the object of 

worship for the devotees (bhakta). They are basically plays of powers in various roles. 

As it consists of consciousness and unconsciousness in one and same reality, it is 

called ArdhanÁreÐvarÍ (in one body half male and half female), the root of binary 

opposition in the world of reality. 

In the state niÒkala-sakala, SadÁ Śiva is imagined that he is sitting in a lotus 

throne/position (padmÁsana) of flower or abode shining as bright as thousands of suns 

(sÚryas). He is the source of energy for the entire universe. Some texts like Vªhaspati 

Tattva, Kakavin ŚivarÁtrikalpa, Dharma PrÁsÁda, etc. mention that the Lord Śiva 

is also MantrÁtma, he has his body composed of mantras10, which are manifested in 

the form of akÒara, another manifestations of sound. He is in the form of PraÆava, 

Kuta Mantra, BÍjÁkÒara, and Mantra11. Just as he cannot be destroyed by any means of 

human origin, and hence is eternal; so too are the akÒara. They are not only symbols 

of eternal sound, but they represent the Lord SadÁ Śiva12. 

What is mantra? Different tradition gives different account of mantra, but what 

is pertinent here is that mantra is basically manifestation of cosmic sound, called nÁda. 

At the beginning it was sound, but what kinds of sound it is?  Vedas are basically 

sound which are heard by sages in their deep meditations. Philosophers tried to give 

account on the identification of sound and reality. There is an evolution of sound from 

subtle to gross one, and consequently there is involution of sound from gross to subtle 

in the path of self-transformation.  One prominent Indian philosopher, Bhartªhari in his 

VÁkyapadÍya classified sound into three (sometimes four) kinds in term of its 

subtlety. PaÐyanti vÁk, i.e. it is the pre-verbal stage of language at which it is identical 

with thought. There is an intermediate stage (madhyama vÁk) stage at which particular 

objects are separated but not yet identifiable. Language and thought are still one. 

Finally there is the physically manifested speech (vaikhÁrÍ vÁk) that is the medium the 
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macroscopic world have become perceptible13.  Everything is manifested in sound and 

through sound the Ultimate Reality is approached and realized. Here lies the 

significance of sound in secular as well as spiritual life.  Javanese-Śaivism has not yet 

developed the classification of sound like that of Bhratªhari. However, we find 

gradation of reality from subtle to gross. With reference to mantra, there is believed 

that from PraÆava process to expand to the phenomenon world. At the core or subtle 

state there is OÉkÁra and it goes to expand to gross ones, like bÍjÁkÒara, kuta mantra, 

kavaca mantra, mantra, etc. The classification of akÒara as per Balinese tradition of 

vrehÁstra, svalalita, vÍjÁkÒara, and modre14 along with peÉaÉge svara is basically 

gradation of sound from perceptible to imperceptible. 

3. Cosmic Sound (NÁda) 

When the Ultimate Reality is manifested in the form of PraÆava (OÉkÁra), the 

top most part of this symbol is depicted through nÁda meaning that sound (nÁda) has 

the highest position overshadows all beneath it. At the beginning or top is sound and 

everything is sound. Bhuvana KoÐa (XI.15) mentions successively that UkÁra 

disappears in AkÁra, AkÁra disappears in MakÁra, MakÁra disappears in Ardhacandra, 

Ardhacandra disappears in Vindu, and Vindu finally disappears in NÁda. From NÁda 

comes out Vindu, from Vindu comes out Ardhacandra, and from Ardhacandra comes 

out Jagat (the world)15.  This shows cyclic process of creation (utphatti) and 

destruction/dissolution (pralÍna) in which the progress happens from subtle to gross in 

creation and gross to subtle in destruction of the world. NÁda is niÒkala whereas the 

world (jagat) is sakala, and human being is between this interplay. Further text of 

Tutur ÀdhyÁtmika mentions that nÁda goes back to niÒkala, niÒkala is ŚÚnyattva 

(void). In short ŚÚnya is reached through NÁda. It becomes ŚÚnya. Of this state, none 

exceeds the superiorities of ŚÚnya, ŚÚnyatara, and Atyanta ŚÚnya16.  

Every seed mantra (bÍjÁkÒara), e.g. AÉ, UÉ, MaÉ represents BrahmÁ, ViÒÆu, 

and ÌÐvara respectively has nÁda on its top followed by Bindu, Ardhacandra, and 

letter. These components altogether form OÉ (PraÆava, EkÁkÒara). In the structure of 

“seven” (sapta) ranks of manifestation, like Sapta Àtma, Sapta DevatÁ Sapta SthÁna, 

Sapta AkÒara, Sapta VarÆa, and Sapta Pada, it is clear that NÁda is put at the top most 

in parallel to ŚÚnyÁtma, Parama Śiva, Murdha, Nirvyapara and ParambrahmÁ 

nirakÒara17. As it is a graded state of spirituality, a seeker starts his/her journey from 
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the bottom or lowest process to higher one. In other words, Parambrahma or Parama 

Śiva is in the form of cosmic sound (nÁda) and it pervades the tattva beneath including 

the universe. None can exceed the existence of PraÆava, and no mantras are chanted 

without prior chanting of PraÆava because it is the very essence of mantras. Thus, 

PraÆava is the Reality itself and also its symbol created by human mind to manifest it 

in his spiritual progress. Owing to this state, the Ultimate Principle as per the Vedic 

tradition is called NÁda Brahman. The Vedas mention it as daivi vÁk. And, Javanese-

Śaivism follows this BrÁhmaÆic tradition like ŚabdÁdvaita of Bhartªhari in his 

VÁkyapadÍya in looking language that language is divine. 

The six systems of Indian philosophy which belong to orthodox (astika) group 

hold a common philosophical presumption that language is of the divine origin as 

imparted by the Vedas and UpaniÒad scriptures. Prof. T.R.V.Murti asserts too on 

Sanskrit literature that “The BrÁhmaÆical tradition stemming from the Veda takes 

language as of Devine origin (daivi vÁk), as spirit, descending and embodying itself in 

phenomenon, assuming various guises and disclosing its real nature to the sensitive 

sound”18. Language is used to understand, express, and approach him in various ways. 

It views that words has divinity in it and through this potential a word can have 

meaning and thus useful in communication. With this fact, sound as basic component 

of language has ontological status since it has real existence in being and becoming in 

the world order, in addition to epistemic one when the enquiry into the truth of reality 

is taken into account. Of this view, the Ultimate Reality (Śiva) being light (prakÁÐa) is 

identical with sound and the universe is basically expansion of sound in its 

multiflorous forms. This stand point is different from the view that language is merely 

means of communication. For the later it adopts the naturalistic approach in which 

language is merely viewed from the natural science, it is not connected with Ultimate 

Reality or something divine. Amongst Indian traditions, CÁrvÁka, Jaina, MÁdhyamika 

of MahÁyÁna Buddhism, NyÁya, and VaiÐeÒika hold this view. 

In spiritual life, the existence of sound, mantra, akÒara, etc. has a pivotal role 

in spiritual progress. From primordial sound expands to become countless sounds 

pervading the entire universe. Whatsoever silent or serene the state is, still there is 

sound. As long as human being in space, none can be freed from the existence of 

sound. Sound is heard and transmitted through ether (ÁkÁÐa).   
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Sound has inner power (Ðakti) which can be manifested through yoga. The 

inner power of Ðakti in each sound or akÒara can be traced back to the state of SadÁ 

Śiva when Ðakti comes into existence only after consciousness (cetana) and 

unconsciousness (acetana) get in contact spiritually. When the function of cosmic 

order is performed through four divine powers (Cadu Śaktis), all of them are possible 

is due to the existence of Ðakti. Manifestations of Lord Śiva in the form of SadyojÁta, 

BÁmadeva, TatpuruÒa, Aghora, and ÌÐÁna are represented though seed sacred letters 

(bÍjÁkÒaras) known as SaÉ, BaÉ, TaÉ, AÉ, and IÉ (or PañcÁkÒaras) respectively. In 

image (liÉga), they are represented in Mukha LiÉga. These are very essential in all 

sects of Śaivism. The same case happens to Na, Ma, Śi, Va, and Ya which altogether 

form ten sacred letters (DaÐÁkÒaras), even with sixteen sacred letters (Ña± DaÐa 

AkÒaras). Each bÍjÁkÒara represents deity or god along with its power. When chanting 

these concentration and with faith, the power of bÍjÁkÒara which is none but the deity 

itself, one will get the power of them. 

4. Language and Mind 

What is the relation between language and mind (manas); and also with the 

reality?  We live or even to think or criticise we use language. Language is not an 

accidental accretion to thought, but its very essence. As Bhartªhari says, “There is no 

cognition without the operation of words; all cognition is shot through and through the 

words. All knowledge is illuminated through the word19. When holding the view that 

sound has a divine origin, then everything is pervaded by sound. And it is logical that 

one thinks, speaks, or acts is due to language. In language one exits and through 

language one think as the expression of self. Mind as thought faculty and emotion 

operate due to the existence of language. No knowledge is possible without the 

operation of language. Of this fact, mind and language is closely related in connecting 

self to external world. 

 These important points will put the matter not only with reference to worldly 

life but also spiritual one. Mantra as a form of sound has been chanted by various 

traditions and ages because the chanter has experienced its benefits. Mantra can help 

to focus mind and also through mantra mind operates to express ideas to other. 
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5. Word and Meaning 

It is natural that the six orthodox system of philosophy (darÐanas) developed 

the belief in the positive relationship between word and meaning as fixed, and, 

simultaneously also, the correspondence theory of inner cognition and outer world. 

The grammarians analysed five categories of enquiry, viz. (1) the word (Ðabda), 

voiced or written, as the basic element of language, (2) the meaning (artha) that refers 

to individual (dravya) or universals (jÁti), (3) the significative power (Ðakti) that links 

word and meaning, (4) the action-centred syntax (karaka) that regulates the world 

order, and (5) the sentential meaning that links word and meaning as well as inner and 

outer worlds (sphoÔa). Thus, two major issues in the problem of language are worth to 

consider, since both traditions Hinduism (like SÁÉkhya, Yoga, VedÁnta) and Buddhism 

(like MÁdhyamika, YogÁcÁra, etc.) have entirely different views. They are (1) the 

relationship of word and meaning, and (2) and the relationship of subjective inner 

cognition and objective external word20. These principles are to be observed in Old 

Javanese tradition below. 

Javanese-Śaivism, despite the fact that no such systematic treatment of the 

issue found in a text, its metaphysical stand point is in agreement with the theory 

mentioned above. Being in conformity with BrÁhmaÆical traditions, sound (Ðabda) is 

considered as the basic elements of language. This can be seen in the epistemology 

tradition (pramÁÆa) in which Ðabda pramÁÆa and gurutah have the highest position in 

authority of truth21. Stemming from OÉ (PraÆava) to language of our everyday life 

shows that language is the reality of the world. How complex language in use and 

usage is none but an extension or a manifestation of sound which is divine in nature. 

The question worth to consider in this regards is the explanation of the evolution of 

sound in its ontological status to become world of reality in its heterogeneous, 

multiplicities, and transient. The evolution of the cosmos has shown us that from the 

Ultimate Reality especially in the state of SadÁ Śiva the evolution is started with the 

help of Ðakti. Subtle and gross evolutes (tattvas) were born in a degraded nature from 

mind (citta) intellect (buddhi) till the elemental principles (bhÚtas) forming the world 

of reality. This is to be understood through the operations of intellectual faculties and 

language. This implies that meaning (artha) refers to either individual (dravya) (e.g. 

cow as an individual cow) or universal (jÁti) (e.g. cow as a universal concept). When 
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someone see a cow, there are two possibilities that are to be referred either individual 

cow or as universal concept (cow-ness). 

 Meaning (artha) is possible to be referred to an object to the inert power of 

Ðakti, which pervades each and every entity in the universe. Śakti as the carrier of 

meaning is possible to be understood since it refers to an object. The meaning of an 

object is permanent since what is inner is also the same with the outer substantially, 

which is rejected by naturalists that how can be one listens at first word knows its 

meaning. To know a meaning of words, one needs a process of knowing and time till 

one is familiar with the surroundings. Sentence, following this thought, is action-

centred syntax that regulates word order. Of this principle, verb becomes the most 

important part of a sentence since through verb injunction or prohibition is formulated 

as advocated by MÍmÁ¿sakas. This view is rejected by traditional grammarians in 

whom they postulate that subject (which is noun or noun phrases) is the most 

important part of a sentence. Sentence, as per BrÁhmaÆic tradition, stimulates the 

audience whether to act or not to act since action (karma) is the basis of life. Verb 

presupposes choice of life. When one does not have a clear concept of life, action he 

may perform, can be misleading that causes him/her to suffer in life. Verb stimulates 

one to act/move/work as inner motif originated from Ðakti in oneself in the form of 

breath. No one can avoid from action, but the action that can lead us to reach the 

higher goal of life, is to be attempted following the law of nature (dharma). It is 

acknowledged that religious teachings of the ÐÁstra contains two broad messages, viz. 

do and don’t, following MÍmÁ¿sa tradition they are injunctions (viddhi)22.  Following 

it, they will lead us to reach happiness (sukha), on the contrary, the second; it will 

bring us to suffering (du½kha). Thus, self (Átma) is in between the interplay of two 

poles. Here lies the role of verb as mover of life, through lights or knowledge 

encompassed by verb. In this space of interplay one performs purification through 

action. Purification is only performed through verb (action) goal of life can be reached. 

This fact can be found in so many expressions in ethics literatures (subhÁÒita), like 

SÁrasamuccaya, ŚlokÁntara, NÍtÍ ŚÁstra, etc. Of this view there is a link between 

word and meaning as well as inner and outer word. Macrocosm (bhuvana aguÉ) and 

microcosm (bhuvana alit) of the reality have a parallel composition of reality, from 

subtle to gross. These can be abridged through communication in which language 

plays its important role. Three constituent of acetana (called TriguÆas, viz. satvam, 
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rajas, tamas) as the constituents of acetana pervade the entire evolutes (tattvas) from 

subtle to gross.  With this view, this Javanese-Śaivism holds correspondence theory of 

word and meaning.  

6. Conclusion 

Javanese-Śaivism holds the view that the Ultimate Reality (called Śiva) has its 

body of mantra which is none but sound (Ðabda). It views language and the Ultimate 

Reality is identical, thus accepting ŚabdÁdvaita stand point. But when the highest 

principle known as Parama Śiva Tattva is to be considered, it becomes 

ParaÐabdÁdvaita-vÁda in the philosophy of language considering the ontological 

status and nature of Parama Śiva Tattva.  Any form of language, be it mantra in its 

various forms or manifestations is basically an extension of the very source of sound, 

called PraÆava (OÉkÁra).  It is subtle (niÒkala), secret (rahasya), and light (prakÁÐa). 

NÁda is the top most in the universe and it is symbolically represented through OÉkÁra 

(PraÆava, EkÁkÒara). This expansion is possible due to the presence and involvement 

of divine power (Ðakti) in the state of SadÁ Śiva Tattva in which cetana and acetana 

are in conjunction for the world creation. Thus, the cosmic function of the Lord is 

basically the operation of Ðakti in various forms. 

Accepting this position, mind and language is closely related. Language is not 

accretion to thought but its very essence. All cognition is through words. Knowledge is 

possible due to the operation of mind with language. 

The word and its meaning are possible due to the identification of both. It 

accepts correspondent theory of meaning and truth. It derives from its metaphysics that 

the world of reality originates from subtle principle having evolution or expansion 

from subtle to gross in a gradual way. Everything is possible due to Ðakti, which starts 

to operate at the state of SadÁ Śiva Tattva. 
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4 I.B.P. Suamba, op.cit., pp. 22-34 
5 The nature of the Ultimate Reality is described in quite length using both Sanskrit and Old Javanese. 
6 Undifferentiated-form; non-visible; formless; partless. 

7 Form (mixture of undifferentiated-differentiated form). 

8 Determinate; embodied being; differentiated form represented through Lingga.  

9 For systematic treatment of evolution, see I.B.P. Suamba, op.cit., p. 21. 
10 RiÉ dikÒÁdi nivªty atita pinakÁntanika kita viÐeÒa tan kalen/ yaÉ riÉ veda kitÁvak niÉ praÆavamantra 

taya lêviha len sakê kita/ murtyÁmurti kitÁtisukÒma saka riÆ tanu kita maganal sakeÉ agöÉ/ ....kevala 

para niÉ aÉuÉsi ÐÚnyata// (ŚivarÁtrikalpa); pavakniÉ paramÁdi mantra kita sarvagata vimala yoga 

lakÒana/ svanante hêniÉiÉ tutur tutuganiÉ vinuwus vus alit ninjana/ ÐÚnyananta hilaÉ tutur mari hi±êp 

têlas humulihi sandiniÉ lêyêp// (“LokanaÔha Stava” in Dharma PrÁsÁda composed by DaÉ HyaÉ 
Nirartha 

11 Bhuwana KoÐa (IX: 19,20) 
12 I.B.P. Suamba, op.cit.,  p. 110. 
13 C. Bartley, Indian Philosophy A-Z (New Delhi: New Age Books, 2005), p. 40. 
14 I.G. Nurah Nala, Aksara Bali dalam Usada (Surabaya: Paramita, 2006), p. 6. 
15 IkaÉ ukÁra lina riÉ akÁra, akÁra lÍÆa riÉ makÁra, makÁra lÍÆa riÉ ardhacandra, ardhacandra lÍÆa riÉ 

vindu, ikaÉ vindu lÍÆa riÉ nÁda. SaÉkeÉ nÁda mêtu taÉ vindu, saÉkeÉ vindu mêtu taÉ ardhacandra, 

saÉkeÉ ardhacandra mêtu taÉ jagat (Bhuvana KoÐa, XI.15). 
16 Ndan ikaÉ nÁda mvah umet riÉ niÒkala. NiÒkala Éaranya ÐÚnyatattva. SaÉskêpannya ikaÉ ÐÚnya 

kolihan iÉ nÁda. ŚÚnya kunaÉ saÉkannyan dadi. Ya ta mataÉnya tan hana lvih sakeÉ ÐÚnya, 

ÐÚnyantara, atyanta ÐÚnya. (Tutur ÀdhyÁtmika, 10:16). 
17 See Tutur ÀdhyÁtmika, 10:16. Similar account can be found in the text of Tutur KaÐÚnyatan; 

I.B.P. Suamba, op.cit., p. 45; I.G. Ngurah Nala, op.cit., p. 150; I.B.G. Agastia, “NÁda, AkÒara dan 

Peradaban: Membaca Bhuwana KoÐa dan Tutur ÀdhyÁtmika” (paper), 2014, p. 3. 
18 See Shohei Ichimura “The Non-monotheistic Culture of Sanskrit and the Buddhist Theory of 

Language” in Sanskrit Studies Centre Journal, Vol. I, 2005, p. 124. 
19 T.R.V. Murti, “Foreword” in H. G. Coward, The SphoÔa Theory of Language  (Delhi: Motilal 

Banarsidass, 1997), p. vii. 
20  Shohei Ichimura, op.cit., p. 126. 
21  I.B.P. Suamba, op.cit., pp. 141-148. 
22 Vidhimarga means the way of injuctions and prohibitions or the path of duties. Vidhi is an exhortation 

that is meaningful on account of enjoining amatter that has a useful purpose and that prescribes 

something which does not follow from any other authority. Viddhis are variously classified as  

     apÚrva, niyama, and parisaÉkhya or into puruÒÁrtha and kratvartha (N.N. Bhattacharyya, A 

Glossary of Indian Religious Terms and Concepts (Delhi: Manohar, 1991), p. 166. 
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